
 

To complete this project 

you will need: 
*Heartgrooves Handmade Felt 

Ball and Wood Bead Keychain 

Craft Kit 

*Scissors to trim twine  

*Hot glue + glue sticks (Mini high 

heat recommended). A quick dry 

tacky liquid glue could also be 

used. 

*Small pliers to pull needle 

through felt balls and smaller 

wood bead openings if needed. 

 

Kit Contents: 
*3 wool felt balls, 1.5-2.5 cm 

*1 specialty felted wool shape 

*1 Geometric Wood Bead 

*1 16mm wood bead 

*18 inches of natural twine, with a knot tied, a craft 

needle threaded and a 10mm bead threaded onto the 

twine to form the base of the keychain 

*Key ring and snap hook 
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To get started: 

*Lay out your felt balls and beads in the pattern you want to follow for the 
diffuser. I like to have the specialty felted wool shape at the top, but it can be any 
way you’d like!! 
*Unwrap the twine bundle, the needle will already be threaded along with the 
small 10mm bead which will be at the bottom of the finished keychain. The 
twine will already be knotted as well. 

 

*Start stringing the felt balls/beads onto the needle and push to the end of the 
twine to meet the small bead. Start with the piece you want at the bottom of the 
keychain and keep threading in reverse order ending with the 16mm wood bead. 
It can be difficult to pull the needle through through the larger felt balls since the 
needle is blunt, it is helpful to use some small pliers to pull the needle all the 
way through. Wiggle the needle and push very hard to get the needle started. You 
could also use a tool such as a small awl or paper piercer to create a hole if you 
have one of those on hand. 

 

Add the Keychain: 

**{If you don’t want to use the keychain, see alternative instructions for making a 
twine loop hanger} 

*Once all of the pieces are threaded onto the twine, attach the keychain by 
threading the twine through the base of the snap hook. Then push the needle 
back through the wood bead and the piece below it.  

*Push the needle back up through the top 2 pieces and loop it around the snap 
hook a second time, pushing the need back through the top 2 pieces.  

*Trim any extra twine and add a dab of hot glue on the knot to secure. 
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**Alternative Loop Hanger: 

*Once all of the pieces are threaded onto the twine, make a loop with the 
remaining twine and tie in a knot as close to the top bead as possible. trim any 
extra twine and add a dab of hot glue on the knot to secure. Trim any extra twine 
from the bottom of the keychain as well. 

 

Add the tassel: 

*Hot glue the tassel to the end bead by placing a small dot of hot glue on the 
twine knot at the base of the keychain, place onto the top of the tassel and press 
so none of the twine knots are showing. If using a tacky liquid glue, hold the 
tassel in place until it is secure. 

*You’re all done! Use as a keychain, clip onto your purse or use as an essential 
oil diffuser to freshen up your car (or anywhere!) 

Thank you for purchasing this Heartgrooves Handmade Keychain Kit!  

Check out all of our kits and other handmade creations: 
 www.heartgrooves.etsy.com  |  heartgrooveshandmade.com
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